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Unit-2 
Topics to be covered 

 

Statistical & Probabilistic analysis of Data: Multiple hypothesis testing, Parameter Estimation 

methods, Confidence intervals, Bayesian statistics and Data Distributions. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Statistical analysis of data 

Statistics is basically a science that involves data collection, data interpretation and finally, data 

validation. Statistical data analysis is a procedure of performing various statistical operations. It 

is a kind of quantitative research, which seeks to quantify the data, and typically, applies some 

form of statistical analysis. Quantitative data basically involves descriptive data, such as survey 

data and observational data. 

 

Statistical data analysis generally involves some form of statistical tools, which a layman cannot 

perform without having any statistical knowledge. There are various software packages to 

perform statistical data analysis. This software includes Statistical Analysis System (SAS), 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), Stat soft, etc. 

 

Data in statistical data analysis consists of variable(s). Sometimes the data is univariate or 

multivariate. Depending upon the number of variables, the researcher performs different 

statistical techniques. 

 

If the data in statistical data analysis is multiple in numbers, then several multivariates can be 

performed. These are factor statistical data analysis, discriminant statistical data analysis, etc. 

Similarly, if the data is singular in number, then the univariate statistical data analysis is 

performed. This includes t test for significance, z test, f test, ANOVA one way, etc. 

 

The data in statistical data analysis is basically of 2 types, namely, continuous data and discreet 

data. The continuous data is the one that cannot be counted. For example, intensity of a light 

can be measured but cannot be counted. The discreet data is the one that can be counted. For 

example, the number of bulbs can be counted. 

 

The continuous data in statistical data analysis is distributed under continuous distribution 

function, which can also be called the probability density function, or simply pdf. 

 

The discreet data in statistical data analysis is distributed under discreet distribution function, 

which can also be called the probability mass function or simple pmf. 
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We use the o d de sit  i  o ti uous data of statisti al data a al sis e ause de sit  a ot 
e ou ted, ut a  e easu ed. We use the o d ass  i  dis eet data of statisti al data 

analysis because mass cannot be counted. 

 

The e a e a ious pdf s a d p f s i  statisti al data a al sis. Fo  e a ple, Poisso  dist i utio  is 
the commonly known pmf, and normal distribution is the commonly known pdf. 

 

These distributions in statistical data analysis help us to understand which data falls under 

which distribution. If the data is about the intensity of a bulb, then the data would be falling in 

Poisson distribution. 

 

There is a major task in statistical data analysis, which comprises of statistical inference. The 

statistical inference is mainly comprised of two parts: estimation and tests of hypothesis. 

Estimation in statistical data analysis mainly involves parametric data—the data that consists of 

parameters. On the other hand, tests of hypothesis in statistical data analysis mainly involve 

non parametric data— the data that consists of no parameters. 

 

Traditional methods for statistical analysis – from sampling data to interpreting results – have 

ee  used  s ie tists fo  thousa ds of ea s. But toda s data olu es ake statisti s ever 

more valuable and powerful. Affordable storage, powerful computers and advanced algorithms 

have all led to an increased use of computational statistics. 

 

Whether you are working with large data volumes or running multiple permutations of your 

calculatio s, statisti al o puti g has e o e esse tial fo  toda s statisti ia . Popula  
statistical computing practices include: 

 Statistical programming – From traditional analysis of variance and linear regression to 

exact methods and statistical visualization techniques, statistical programming is 

essential for making data-based decisions in every field. 

 Econometrics – Modeling, forecasting and simulating business processes for improved 

strategic and tactical planning. This method applies statistics to economics to forecast 

future trends. 

 Operations research – Identify the actions that will produce the best results – based on 

many possible options and outcomes. Scheduling, simulation, and related modeling 

processes are used to optimize business processes and management challenges. 

 Matrix programming – Powerful computer techniques for implementing your own 

statistical methods and exploratory data analysis using row operation algorithms. 

 Statistical visualization – Fast, interactive statistical analysis and exploratory capabilities 

in a visual interface can be used to understand data and build models. 

 Statistical quality improvement – A mathematical approach to reviewing the quality 

and safety characteristics for all aspects of production. 

 

Statistical analysis in Big Data Processing 

Data is piling up and people are wondering what can be done with it. In this age of Information, 

there is no scarcity of data; data is overpowering. The key lies in sifting through the 
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o e hel i g olu e of data that s a aila le to usi esses a d o ga izatio s, the e  
interpreting its implications correctly. Perhaps, a few statistical analysis methods can help find 

some nuggets of gold buried in all that noise.  

There obviously are thousands of big data tools, all promising to save your time and money, 

and also uncover unprecedented business insights. While all of that may be true, navigating the 

maze of big data tools could be quite overwhelming and tricky. We suggest you start your data 

analysis efforts with a handful of basic, yet effective, statistical analysis methods for big data, 

before advancing to the more sophisticated techniques.  

Listed here are five fundamental statistical analysis methods that you can start with, along with 

the pitfalls that you must watch out for. 

 
Figure 1: Fundamentals statistical methods 

 

Various data statistical analysis methods used in data science are as follows: 

1. Mean 

More commonly known as the average, the arithmetic mean is the sum of a list of numbers 

divided by the number of items on the list. Using the method of mean you can determine the 

overall trend of a data set or obtain a rapid snapshot of your data. This method offers the 

advantage of simplistic and quick calculation.  

Pitfall  

If used alone, the mean is a dangerous tool, and in some data sets, it is also closely related to 

the mode and median. Remember, in a data set with skewed distribution or a high number of 

outlie s, ea  si pl  do ot p o ide the ki d of a u a  that s eeded fo  a ua ed de isio .  
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2. Standard deviation 

This is a measure of the spread of data around the mean. While a high standard deviation 

means the data spreads widely from the mean, a low deviation signals that most data aligns 

with the mean. This statistical analysis method is useful for quickly determining the dispersion 

of data points.  

Pitfall  

Similar to mean, the standard deviation too, is deceptive if taken alone. For example, if the data 

has many outliers or a strange pattern such as a non- o al u e, sta da d de iatio  o t 
give you all the information needed.  

 

3. Regression 

The relationship between dependent and explanatory variables is modeled using the method of 

regression. The regression line helps determine whether those relationships are strong or weak, 

as well as the trends over time.  

Pitfall  

Regression is not very nuanced and the outliers on a scatter plot (as well as the reasons for 

them) matter significantly. For example, an outlying data point may represent your highest 

selling product. The nature of regression line is such that it tempts you to ignore these outliers.  

 

4. Sample size determination 

A sa ple does the jo  just as ell he  the data set is la ge a d ou do t a t to olle t 
information from each element of the dataset. The trick lies in determining the right size for the 

sample to be accurate.  

Pitfall  

When analyzing a new, untested variable in a data set, you need to rely on certain assumptions, 

which might be completely inaccurate. If such an error passes onto your sample size 

determination, it can affect the rest of your statistical data analysis.  

 

5. Hypothesis testing 

This method is about testing if a certain premise is actually true for your data set. The results of 

this test a e statisti all  sig ifi a t if the esults ould t ha e happe ed  a a do  ha e.  

Pitfall  

To be rigorous, watch out for the placebo effect, as well as the Hawthorne effect.  These 

statistical analysis methods add a lot of insight to your decision-making portfolio. Missing out 

on these methods for a lot of other fancy tools and techniques will be non-judicious on your 

part. 

 

Probabilistic analysis of data 

 

A widespread application of such an analysis is weather forecasting: for more than a century, 

hundreds of weather stations around the world record various important parameters such as 

the air temperature, wind speed, precipitation, snowfall etc. Based on these data, scientists 

build models reflecting seasonal weather changes (depending on the time of the year) as well 

as the global trends – for example, temperature change during the last 50 years. These models 
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are used to provide weather forecast for government and commercial organizations. In a typical 

forecast, the predicted values are not assigned proba ilit : I  Ma , the a i u  dail  ai  
te pe atu e is e pe ted to e 22 deg ees Celsius.  

 

In contrast to the predictions based on time series analysis, when performing probabilistic 

analysis, you get not just a single value as a forecast, but a probabilistic model that accounts for 

uncertainty. In this scenario, you would obtain a continuous range of values and assigned 

probabilities. Of course, for real world applications, it is more practical to deal with specific 

values, so the probabilistic models are used to obtain predictions at fixed probability levels. 

Co side i g the a o e e a ple, a fo e ast ight look like: I  Ma , the a i u  dail  ai  
te pe atu e ill e 22 deg ees Celsius ith 95% p o a ilit .  

 

So can distribution fitting be useful when analyzing time series data? The answer depends on 

the goals of your analysis – i.e. what kind of information you want to derive from your data. If 

you want to understand the connection between the predicted values and the probability, you 

should fit dist i utio s to ou  data (just keep i  i d that i  this ase the ti e  a ia le ill 
be unused). On the other hand, if you need to identify seasonal patterns or global trends in 

ou  data, ou should go ith the lassi al  ti e se ies a al sis ethods. 

 

An important domain of statistics is called hypothesis testing. The basic idea is that you think 

that there is a trend in your data, and you want to assess how likely it is to be a real world 

phe o e o  e sus just a fluke. H pothesis testi g does t address the question of how strong 

a t e d is; it s desig ed fo  situatio s he e the data is too spa se to ua tif  t e ds elia l . A 
prototypical example for hypothesis testing is this: I have a coin that might or might not be fair. 

I throw it 10 times and get 9 heads. How likely it is that this coin is loaded? 

 

The fi st thi g to ealize is that e a t a s e  the uestio  ho  likel  is this oi  to e 
loaded?  I  o de  to get that u e , e ould eed so e a p io i k o ledge o  guess a out 
how likely the oi  is to e loaded, plus ho  loaded it ould a tuall  e, a d the e s o 
principled way to acquire that. So, here is the first big idea in classical statistics: instead of 

saying how likely the dice is to be loaded given the data, we ask how likely the data is given that 

the coin is not loaded. Basically, is it plausible that nine heads is just a fluke? We assume a fair 

coin, compute how likely this skewed data is, and use that to gauge whether the fair coin is 

elie a le. “o, let s assu e a fai  oi . Every coin flip can be either heads or tails, and they are 

all independent. This means that there are 210 = 1024 possible ways the other important 

caveat is that you will get false positives. Say you do many hypothesis tests in your life, and you 

always use 5% as your threshold. 

 

Then of the times when there really is no pattern, 1 in 20 of those times you will find something 

statistically significant. This phenomenon is a huge problem is the scientific literature, where 

researchers will often declare victory as soon as the p-value dips low enough to publish a paper. 

 

All probabilistic analysis is based on the idea that (suitably trained and intelligent) people can at 

least recognize good probabilistic arguments presented by someone else, or discovered or 
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thought of by themselves, but not necessarily generate good assessments. The very fact that 

there was correspondence about the gambles—and occasionally some disputes about them—
indicated that people do not automatically assess probabilities in the same way, or accurately 

(e.g., corresponding to relative frequencies, or making good gambling choices). 

The von Neumann and Morgenstern work, however, does involve some psychological 

assu ptio s that people a  e gage i  good  p o a ilisti  thi ki g. Fi st, the  must do so 

i pli itl , so that the hoi e follo s e tai  hoi e a io s  that allo  the o st u tio  of a  
expected utility model—i.e., a model that represents choice as a maximization of implicit 

expected utility; that in turn requires that probabilities at the very least follow the standard 

axioms of probability theory.  

It also implies considering conditional probabilities in a rational manner, which is done only 

when implicit or explicit conditional probabilities are consistent with Bayes' theorem. Thus, the 

o  Neu a  a d Mo ge ste  o k e ui ed that people e Ba esia  i  a o siste  se se, 
although that term is sometimes used to imply that probabilities should at base be interpreted 

as degrees of belief.  

Another way in which probability assess e t ust e good  is that the e should e so e at 
least reasonable approximation between probabilities and long-term relative frequencies; in 

fact, under particular circumstances (of interchangeability and indefinitely repeated 

observations), the probabilities of someone whose belief is constrained by Bayes' theorem 

must approximate relative frequencies. 

Are people always coherent? Consider an analogy with swimming. People do swim well, but 

occasionally we drown. What happens is that there is particular systematic bias in attempting 

to swim that makes it difficult. We want to hold our heads above water. When, however, we 

raise our heads to do so, we tend to assume a vertical position in the water, which is one of the 

few ways of drowning (aside from freezing or exhaustion or being swept away in rough waters). 

Just as people drown occasionally by trying to hold their heads above water, people 

systematically deviate from the rules of probabilistic thinking. Again, however, the emphasis is 

o  s ste ati .   
Fo  e a ple, the e is o  e ide e that people's p o a ilisti  judg e ts a e su  additi e —in 

that when a general class is broken into components, the judgmentally estimated probabilities 

assigned to disjoint components that comprise the class sum to a larger number than the 

probability assigned to the class. That is particularly true in memory, where, for example, 

people may recall the frequency with which they were angry at a close friend or relative in the 

last month and the frequency with which they were angry at a total stranger, and the sum of 

the estimates is greater than an independent estimate of being angry period (even though it is 

possible to be angry at someone who is neither a close friend or relative nor a total stranger). 

The clever opponent will then bet against the occurrence of each component but on the 

occurrence of the basic event, thereby creating a Dutch Book. 

 

Multiple Hypothesis Testing 

 

In real situations, we often have several hypotheses that we want to test and see if any one of 

them is correct. For example, we might test 20 different ads out on different groups of users 

and see if any one of them increases the click-through rate (relative to a known baseline click-
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through probability) with confidence threshold 0.05. That is, we will calculate the p-value for 

each ad and consider all those with p-value < 0.05 to pass our test. 

 

The problem is that while each individual ad has only a 5% chance of passing our test by dumb 

luck, there is a very good chance that some ad will pass by dumb luck. So, the idea is that we 

must tighten p-value constraints for the individual ads, in order to have a p-value of 0.05 for the 

overall test. 

 

A standard, conservative, and surprisingly simple solution to this problem is called the 

Bonferroni correction. Say you have n different ads, and you want a p- alue of α fo  ou  
overall test. Then you require that an individual ad passes with the smaller p- alue of α/ . We 
then see that if the null hypothesis is true (i.e., no ad is actually an improvement), then our 

probability of errantly having a test pass is:  

 

Pr[Some ad passes]=1-Pr[Every ad fails] 

                                  = − − �� �
 

            = − − �� + {ℎ��ℎ   }  

           = α 

 

The Bonferroni correction is the most common multiple hypothesis correction that you will see, 

but you should be aware that it is unnaturally stringent. In particular, it assumes that every test 

you run is independent of every other test you run: if test X does not pass, then test Y is still as 

likely to pass as it ever as. But that ofte  is t the ase, espe iall  if ou  diffe e t tests a e 
related in so e a . Fo  e a ple, sa  that ou ha e a data ase of people s height, eight, and 

income, and you are trying to see whether there is a statistically significant correlation between 

their income and some other feature.  

 

Height and weight a e st o gl  o elated et ee  people, so if the tall people a e t i he , 
then the hea  people o t e eithe : the  a e o e o  less the same people! Intuitively, you 

want to say that we are testing 1.3 hypotheses or something similar, rather than two. 

Bonferroni would apply if you tested height on one sample of people and weight on an 

independent set. There are other, complicated ways to adjust for situations such as this, but 

data scientists are unlikely to need anything beyond Bonferroni corrections. 

 

Parameter Estimation 

 

Hypothesis testing is, as I mentioned earlier, about measuring whether effects are present, but 

not about quantifying their magnitude. The latter falls under the umbrella of pa a ete  
esti atio ,  he e we try to estimate the underlying parameters that characterize 

distributions. 
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In parameter estimation, we assume that the data follows some functional form, such as a 

normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation α. We then have some method to 

estimate these parameters, given the data, as follows: 

 

In this case, these numbers are called the sample mean and the sample variance.  To step back 

and cast this in statistical terminology, μ and  are both test statistics that we calculated from 

the data. If we threw out our dataset and gathered a new one of the same size from the 

eal‐ o ld dist i utio , μ and  would be a little bit different. They have their own probability 

distributions and are themselves random variables. The question then is how well we can take 

these random variables as indicators of the actual μ and σ. 

 

We will talk about the more general problem of confidence intervals later, but for now, there 

are two pieces of terminology you should know whenever you are talking about estimators: 

● Consistency: An estimator μ^ is o siste t  if, i  the li it of ha i g a  diffe e t poi ts i  
your dataset, it converges to the real μ. 

●Bias: As estimato  is u iased  if the e pe tatio  alue of μ^ is the real α.  

Most estimators you might cook up on your own are probably going to be consistent. The μ and 

σ are both consistent. However, only μ is unbiased; σ is on average an underestimate of the 

true standard deviation. 

 

This su p ised e the fi st ti e I lea ed it, so let e e plai . It s easiest if ou i agi e that 
there are only two data points that we use to find the mean and standard deviation. Then μ will 

e lo ated e a tl  i ‐ et ee  the , at the place that minimizes: 

 ∑ �� − �^�
�=  

 

If we had set μ to be anywhere else, then equation value would have been somewhat larger. 

However, the real μ is somewhere else, because our μ^ is only an estimate of μ. It is an 

unbiased estimate. 

 

so μ is equally likely to be more or less than μ^ , but in either case equation would get larger. 

Basically, we are making μ^ an overly good fit for our data, so on average, and the sample 

de iatio  ill e less tha  the eal‐ o ld de iatio . 
 

An unbiased estimator of the standard deviation is: 

σ^=√ �− ∑ (��−�^)�
�=

 
 

This will always be somewhat larger than our original expression, but they converge to the 

same number as N goes to infinity. 
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Confidence Intervals 

 

When we are trying to estimate a parameter of a real‐world distribution from data, it is often 

important to give confidence intervals, rather than just a single best‐fit number. The most 

common use for confidence intervals is in calculating the mean of the underlying distribution. If 

you want to calculate something else, you can often massage your data to turn it into a 

calculation of the mean. For example, let s sa  ou a t to esti ate the sta da d de iatio  of a 
random variable X. Well, in that case, we can see that: 

 �� = √ [ � − [�] ] 

 �� = [ � − [�] ] 

 

so we can estimate the standard deviation of X by finding the mean of (X − E[X])2 and taking the 

square root. If we can put confidence intervals on taking a mean, we can put confidence 

intervals on a lot of other things we might want to estimate. 

 

The t pi al et i  to use is the sta da d e o  of the ea  o  “EM. If ou see a ea  
reported as 4.1 ± 0.2, then generally 4.1 is the best‐fit mean that you get by averaging all of the 

numbers, and 0.2 is the SEM. You can calculate the SEM in Python as follows: 

 

>>> from scipy.stats import sem 

>>> std_err = sem(my_array) 

 

If you assume that the underlying distribution is normal, then the SEM will be the standard 

deviation of the estimate of the mean, and it has a lot of nice mathematical properties. The 

most notable is that if μ^ is your sample mean, then the interval:  

 

[μ^ - z * SEM, μ^ + z * SEM] 

 

which will contain the mean 95% of the time, 99% of the time, or any other confidence 

threshold you want, depending on how you set the coefficient z. Increase that coefficient and 

you can increase your confidence. The following table shows several typical confidences that 

people want and the corresponding coefficients: 

 

 

 

Confidence 

(%) 

Coefficient 

99 2.58 

95 1.96 
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99 1.64 

 

It is very tempting to say that there is a 95% ha e that the ea  is ithi  ou  i te al,  ut 
that s a little di e . The eal‐ o ld ea  is ithi  ou  i te al o  it is t – you just happen not 

to know which one. The more rigorous interpretation is to say that if the distribution is 

normally distributed (no matter its mean and standard deviation), and you take a sample of N 

points and calculate the confidence interval from them, then there is a 95% chance that the 

interval will contain the actual mean. The randomness is in the data you sample, not in the 

fixed parameters of the underlying distribution. 

 

Of course, all of this hinges on the assumption that the real‐world distributions are normal. All 

of the theorems about how to interpret the confidence intervals go out the window when you 

let go of that assumption, but in practice, things still often work out fine. Statisticians have 

worked out alternative formulas for the intervals that give the same sorts of guarantees for 

othe  t pes of dist i utio s, ut ou do t see the  ofte  i  data science. 

 

The SEM confidence interval is based on the idea that we want to make sure that the true value 

of the parameter is contained in the interval some known percentage of the time. Another 

paradigm that you see is that we want the interval to contain all plausi le  alues fo  the 
pa a ete . He e plausi le  is defined in terms of hypothesis testing: if you hypothesize that 

your parameter has some value and calculate an appropriate test statistic from the data, do you 

get a large p‐value? 

 

Bayesian Statistics 

 

Bayesian statistics, similar to classical statistics, assumes that some aspect of the world follows 

a statistical model with some parameters: similar to a coin that is heads with probability p. 

Classical statistics picks the value of the parameter that best fits the data (and maybe adds in a 

confidence interval); there is no room for human input. In Bayesian statistics though, we start 

off with a probability distribution over all possible values of the parameter that represents our 

confide e that ea h alue is the ight  o e. We the  update ou  o fide e as e e  e  
data point becomes available. In a sense, Bayesian statistics is the science of how to refine our 

guesses in light of data. 

 

The mathematical basis for Bayesian statistics is Ba es  theo e , hi h looks i o uous 
enough. For any random variables X and T (which may be vectors, binary variables, or even 

something very complex), it says that: 

 � �| = � � � |��  

 

As stated, Bayes  theo e  is just a si ple p o a ilit  theo e  that is t ue of a  a do  
variables T and D. However, it becomes extremely powerful when we have T be a real‐world 
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parameter that we are trying to guess from the data. In this case, T is t a tuall  a do  – it is 

fi ed ut u k o , a d the p o a ilit  dist i utio  of T is a measure of our own confidence, 

defined over all the values T, could possibly take. 

 

The left‐ha d side of Ba es  theo e  gi es us hat e e e u a le to ha e i  lassi al 
statistics: the p o a ilit  that the eal‐world parameter is equal to a certain value, given the 

data we have gathered. On the right‐hand side, we see that it requires the following: 

 

1.P(T): Our confidence about the parameter before we got the data 

2.P(D|T): How likely the data we saw was assuming that the parameter had a particular value. 

This often is known or can be modeled well. 

3.P(D): The probability of seeing the data we saw, averaged over all possible values the 

parameter could have had. 

 

To take a concrete example, say that we have a user who may be a male or female, but we 

do t k o  hi h. “o, e set ou  p io  guess to sa  the e is a 50% o fide e the  a e ale 
and 50% that they are female. Then say, we learn that they have long hair, so we update our 

confidence to: 

 � � | � ��� = � � � � ��� | �� � ���  

= � � ��� | �[ � � ��� | � + � � ��� | � ] 

= � � ��� | �[� � ��� | � + � � ��� | � ] 

 

Pe so all , I so eti es ha e t ou le e e e i g Ba es  theo e : the fo ula fo  the 
updated p o a ilit  is just a little lu k . Fo  e, it s u h easie  to thi k a out the odds, that 

is, the relative probability of female or male. To update the odds, you just multiply by the 

relative probability of long hair: 

 � � | � ���� � | � ��� = � � � � ��� | �� � � � ��� | �  

Data Distributions 

 

1. Model based distributions 

A. Models predict more than the range of values a group of points will fall into. They also 

predict the distribution of the points.  

a) A distribution contains information about probabilities associated with the 

points. For example, distributions reveal which values are typical, which are rare, 

a d hi h a e see i gl  i possi le. A dist i utio  also e eals the est guess  
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for predicting future values, as well as how certain or uncertain that guess may 

be. 

b) You a  thi k of a dist i utio  as the ou da  o ditio s o  a a ia le s 
values. 

 

2. Visualizing Distributions 

A. The easiest way to understand a distribtuion is to visualize it.  

a) library(mosaic); library(lattice)  

b) dotPlot()  

c) histogram()  

d) freqpolygon()  

e) densityplot()  

B. So far we have examined a continuous variable. A continuous variable can take any 

value on a segment of the continuous number line. Other variables are discrete, the 

values of a discrete variable fall in a countable set of values that may or may not have an 

implied order.  

a) Visualize a discrete distribution with a bar graph. 

b) bargraph() 

 

3. Statistics 

A. The most useful properties of a distribution can be described with familiar statistics.  

a) Statistic defined - a number computed with an algorithm, that describes a group 

of individuals  

b) Motivating examples  

B. Typical values  

a) median() - t pi al  alue  
b) mean() - best guess  

c) min() - smallest value  

d) max() - largest value  

e) Describe a prediction as $\bar{Y} + \epsilon$, where ϵ denotes the structure of 

the distribution. 

C. Uncertainty  

a) The o e  a a ia le a ies, the less e tai  ou a  e he  p edi ti g its 
values. The spread of the distribution quantifies this uncertainty.  

I. range()  

II. var()  

III. sd()  

IV. IQR() 

V. bwplot() 

 

4. Probability 

A. What is the relationship between a distribution and an individual case? 

B. You can use probability to reason from a distribution to individual cases  
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a) Probability defined as a frequency. Each variable takes each value with a certain 

frequency.  

b) If the next observation is similar to the observations in your distribution, it will 

have the same probability of taking each state as the previous observations.  

C. Simulation. You can use the frequencies of a distribution to simulate new values from 

the distribution, a technique known as monte carlo simulation.  

a) sample()  

b) resample()  

c) do()  

d) prediction intervals  

e) quantile() 

 

5. Parametric distributions 

A. How do you know that ou e olle ted e ough data to ha e a  a u ate pi tu e of a 
a ia le s dist i utio ?  

B. In some situations, you can deduce the type of distribution that your data follows  

a) plotDist()  

b) Binomial distribution  

c) Normal distribution  

d) t distribution  

e) Chi squared  

f) F  

g) Possion distribution  

h) uniform 

i) etc.  

C. In these cases, calculations become simple  

a) rnorm(), etc.  

b) pnorm(), etc.  

c) xpnorm(), etc.  

d) dnorm(), etc.  

e) qnorm(), etc.  

D. Before modern computers, statisticians relied heavily on parameteric distributions.  

a) A common pattern of reasoning was to  

I. Assume that data follows a distribution  

II. Try to disprove the assumption:  

1. qqmath(), xqqmath(), qqplot()  

2. Goodness of fit tests  

III. Proceed as if the assumption were true  

b) But this reasoning has a weakness: it relies on an assumption that has not been 

p o e . Mo eo e , e e te pted to elie e that the assu ptio  is t ue e ause 
the assumption will help us.  

I. Unfortunately, tests that would disprove the assumption if it were false 

are not very powerful 
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II. Once you assume a dist i utio , all of ou  esults a e o ditio al  o  
the assumption being correct. This makes it very difficult to interpret 

parametric probabilities. 

E. Modern computing makes it easier to avoid parametric assumptions  

a) It is easier to collect more data  

b) It is easier to calculate probabilities computationally, which reduces the need to 

calculate them analytically (from a distribution)  

c) However, it is important to understand parametric distributions because many 

methods of data science rely on them 

 

5. Variation 

A. Distributions provide a tool for working with variation.  

a) Variation is what makes the world dynamic and uncertain. 

b) As a scientist, your goal is to understand and explain variation (natural laws 

explain how a variable varies), which makes distributions a very important tool. 

B. Variation defined - the tendency for a value to change each time we measure it  

C. Variation is omnipresent  

a) Example of speed of light  

D. Causes of variation  

a) unidentified laws 

b) randomness 

E. Models partition the variation in a variable into explained variation and unexplained 

distribution.  

a) The distribution predicted by the model captures the unexplained variation 

b) As you add components of the law to your model, you will transfer unexplained 

variation to explained variation. As a result, the distributions predicted by the 

model will become narrower, and the individual predictions more uncertain. 

c) Eventually, a distribution will collapse to a single point as you include the entire 

law in your model. 

 

6. Summary 

A. Scientists search for natural laws. A complete law provides a function between values 

and a value. An incomplete law is a model. It provides a function between values and a 

distribution. 

B. Distributions reveal useful information, but the information is probabilistic. 

C. As models improve (include more components of the underlying law), the distributions 

that they predict become narrower.  

a) As a result, their individual predictions become more certain. 

b) If a model includes all of the components of a law, its distributions will collapse 

into single points. The model has become a law, a function from a set of values 

to a single value. 

D. Unfortunately, the nature of distributions makes models a little more difficult to work 

with than laws. Recall the two steps of the scientific method.  

a) Identify laws as patterns in data  
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I. Whi h fu tio  is o e t ? 

b) Test laws against new data  

I. Does the data disp o e  the odel? 

E. Due to these problems, data scientists must modify the tactics they use to implement 

the st ateg  of the s ie tifi  ethod. We ll e a i e these tactics in the rest of this Part. 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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